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Communicated by Thomas PardoenAbstract
The purpose of this work is the application of continuum thermodynamics to the extension of standard crystal plasticity
to account for the eﬀects of the development of geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs) on the material behavior. To
this end, following Nye, Kondo, and many others, local deformation incompatibility in the material is adopted as a mea-
sure of the density of GNDs. Their development results in additional energy being stored in the material, resulting in addi-
tional kinematic-like hardening eﬀects. The current approach generalized previous ones in that the thermodynamic
formulation is based on the notion of generalized energy ﬂux. A detailed comparison of the current approach and its
results with previous such approaches and their results is given.
 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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The lengthscale- or size-dependence of material behavior in materials and structures in which characteristic
continuum dimensions approach characteristic microstructural lengthscales (e.g., grain size) is by now well-
documented (at least in fcc-based systems), having been repeatedly conﬁrmed in diﬀerent experiments. For
example, in torsion tests on thin wires with diameters between 12 and 170 lm, Fleck et al. (1994) observed
increasing hardening with the decreasing wire-thickness. Sto¨lken and Evans (1998) observed this as well in
bending experiments on thin beams as the beam thickness decreases from 50 to 12.5 lm. Microindentation
tests on single crystals displayed the same tendency. In the case of indentation tests, Stelmashenko et al.
(1993) showed that the measured indentation hardness increases as the depth of the indentation decreases
from 10 to 1 lm. All these tests show the same tendency, i.e., the smaller the specimen size, the larger the
increase in hardening. Since standard plasticity models do not account for such a lengthscale or size-dependent0020-7683/$ - see front matter  2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2006.05.010
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dence behavior have in common the fact that, in contrast to conventional tests (e.g., tensile tests), material
anisotropy and the imposed kinematic constraints (e.g., at grain boundaries) lead to instability of the initially
homogeneous deformation ﬁeld and to the emergence of energetically more-favorable localized inhomoge-
neous deformation in the form of, e.g., dislocation substructures (e.g., Ortiz et al., 2000).
As has been pointed out in many works, the phenomena of increasing hardening due to increasing defor-
mation inhomogeneity can be explained (e.g., Ashby, 1970) by the fact that such deformation is accommo-
dated locally via the generation of additional, so-called geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs). These
arise via the net build-up of single-sign ‘‘polar’’ or ‘‘excess’’ dislocations at local obstacles to dislocation
motion, e.g., precipitates or grain boundaries, facilitating local inhomogeneous and incompatible deformation
which would otherwise take the form of energetically less-favorable local lattice deformation. In contrast to
the build-up of ‘‘non-polar’’ or ‘‘neutral’’ dislocation dipoles, then, that of ‘‘polar’’ or ‘‘charged’’ GNDs
results in a net Burgers vector. Together with the random trapping of dislocation dipoles resulting in so-called
statistically stored dislocations (SSDs), then, the buildup of GNDs leads to a further increase in the total dis-
location density. As such, the emergence of GNDs results in both additional hardening in the system and its
lengthscale-dependence (Ashby, 1970). In his pioneering work, Nye (1953) (or in the large-deformation con-
text: Kondo et al., 1952) introduced the dislocation density tensor whose three diagonal components can be
interpreted as excess screw contributions, and the six oﬀ-diagonal components as excess edge contributions, to
the dislocation density. Since the production of excess dislocations implies local closure failure, they result in
Burgers vector production and in local incompatibility in the deformation ﬁeld. Consequently, such incompat-
ibility can be taken as a continuum measure of the presence of such dislocations. In the small deformation
context, Nye established in addition a relation between the dislocation density and the lattice curvature ten-
sors. In particular, he showed that edge-type GNDs result in the lattice bending, and screw-type GNDs lead to
lattice twisting. Exactly this connection between the dislocation density tensor and the lattice curvature has
been used in Sun et al. (1998) or El-Dasher et al. (2003) to determine the GND density with the help of elec-
tron back scattering diﬀraction and (lattice) orientation image microscopy. In addition, the correlation
between decrease of specimen size and the increase of local deformation inhomogeneity and so of local defor-
mation incompatibility would imply that the GND density increases with decreasing specimen size, leading to
the observed correlation between speciment size and additional hardening.
Even in such ‘‘simple’’ tests as microtorsion or microbending, GND development due to local deformation
incompatibility results in size-dependent material behavior. More generally, phenomena such as precipitate
hardening of metallic materials (higher yield stresses in the case of smaller particle but unchanged volume-
fraction precipitation/matrix: Ashby, 1970) and the Hall–Petch eﬀect (hardening of polycrystals by decreasing
the grain size) can be explained using the GND concept. In both cases, local deformation incompatibility
results from the contrast in kinematic and/or material properties at phase boundaries (e.g., at the interface
between the precipitates and matrix, or at grain boundaries), and is accommodated by GND development.
Since a decreasing particle or grain size implies a higher percentage of such interfaces, a ﬁne-precipitate or
ﬁne-grained material is generally harder. In addition to their role in hardening, GNDs may also play a signif-
icant role in deformation localization in metallic materials. In single crystals, for example, one observes the
development of slip bands parallel to the active slip plane, and that of kink bands incline to the active slip
plane (e.g., Flouriot et al., 2003). In contrast to slip-band formation, kink-band formation involves local lat-
tice rotation and bending, resulting in local lattice curvature. To accommodate such local deformation inho-
mogeneity in the form of lattice curvature, GNDs accumulate at kink-band boundaries. Because kink band
formation always involves strong lattice curvature, it is energetically less favorable than slip band formation,
which involves none. That is the reason why slip bands are observed much more frequently than kink bands.
Because it does not account for the presence of GNDs and their eﬀect on the material behavior, standard crys-
tal plasticity does not distinguish between the diﬀerent nature of slip and kink bands. Indeed, it predicts sim-
ilar resistance against the developing of the both types of shear bands in spite of their diﬀerent nature (Asaro
and Rice, 1979).
The fact that standard crystal plasticity accounts only for the eﬀect of the history of crystallographic slip,
i.e., of SSDs, on the hardening behavior, has motivated a number of workers to propose a number of exten-
sions to standard phenomenological plasticity and crystal plasticity. Prominent among these is the Mindlin-
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Fleck and Hutchinson, 1993, 1997; Fleck et al., 1994), which has also been applied to crystal plasticity (e.g.,
Shu and Fleck, 1999). Alternatively, the association of GNDs with local lattice rotation and bending has moti-
vated the use of Cosserat theory for this purpose (e.g., Forest et al., 1997, 2001, 2002). With regard to exten-
sions of crystal plasticity, by far the largest number have been based on continuum dislocation concepts, and
in particular on the idea of Nye (1953) that the incompatibility of local inelastic deformation represents a con-
tinuum measure of dislocation density (see also Kro¨ner, 1960; Mura, 1987). These include Steinmann (1996),
Dai and Parks (1997), Shizawa and Zbib (1999), Acharya and Bassani (2000), Menzel and Steinmann (2000),
Svendsen (2000, 2002), Cermelli and Gurtin (2001), Gurtin (2002), Evers et al. (2004). In addition, the recent
work of Ortiz et al. (2000) on dislocation substructures in ductile single crystals demonstrates the fundamental
connection between the incompatibility of the local inelastic deformation and lengthscale of dislocation micro-
structures in fcc single crystals. Except for the works of Acharya and Bassani (2000) and Cermelli and Gurtin
(2001), all of these presume directly or indirectly a particular dependence of the (free) energy and/or other
dependent constitutive quantities (e.g., yield stress) on the gradients of inelastic state variables, and in partic-
ular on that of the local inelastic deformation, i.e., that determine its incompatibility. In the simplest case (e.g.,
Dai and Parks, 1997; Acharya and Bassani, 2000; Acharya et al., 2003), one simply introduces the GND den-
sity as an additional dislocation density into standard (i.e., SSD-based) hardening models, resulting in an addi-
tional increase in the yield stress and no change in the boundary-value problem to be solved. In these
approaches, the yield stress increase due to GNDs does not depend on the dislocation sign, although simple
arguments reveal that non-homogeneous distribution of excess dislocation of the same sign lead necessarily to
directional internal stresses. This fact was used by Evers et al. (2004) in an approach including both short-
range (non-directional) and long-range (directional) internal stresses due to GNDs. In particular, they intro-
duced GND densities for each slip system determined by glide-system slip gradients in the sense of Ashby
(1970).
If one assumes that GND development and more generally local deformation incompability results in
energy storage in the material, then the free energy necessarily depends1 on the dislocation density tensor.
In particular, in the crystal plasticity context, this assumption leads to a generalized, non-local glide-system
ﬂow rule representing an evolution ﬁeld relation for the glide-system slips. In particular, this ﬁeld relation con-
tains terms depending on the second spatial derivatives of these slips (e.g., Svendsen, 2000, 2002) or their rates
(e.g., Gurtin, 2000, 2002). Like the resolved shear stress, these additional terms are signed and inﬂuence the
eﬀective resolved stress driving glide-system dislocation motion. Consequently, they are of back-stress charac-
ter. In many approaches, the standard ﬂow rule for the glide system slip generalizes to an evolution ﬁeld rela-
tion, such that each scalar (active) glide-system slip represents an additional continuum degree of freedom for
which additional boundary conditions are required. In this regard, the approach of Gurtin (2002) is based on
the concept of a microforce or conﬁgurational force balance (e.g., Gurtin, 2000) for each glide-system slip. On
the other hand, Svendsen (2000, 2002) showed that exploitation of the invariance of the energy balance and of
the dissipation principle results in additional such evolution ﬁeld relations for the glide-system slips having a
generalized Ginzburg-Landau or Cahn-Allen form. As such, the glide-system slips can be interpreted as a type
of phase-ﬁeld in this context (as discussed in detail in Svendsen and Reese, 2003, 2004). Such an approach has
been applied in a number of contexts, e.g., to the modeling and simulation of glide- and kink-banding at the
crack-tip in single crystals (Levkovitch et al., 2005). In particular, the GND-related hardening is shown there
to inﬂuence only kink band development (i.e., reduces their intensity).
In the current work, a non-local thermodynamic single-crystal model is formulated which accounts in par-
ticular for additional kinematic hardening due to GNDs. This approach is based on direct exploitation of the
dissipation principle to derive all ﬁeld relations and (suﬃcient) forms of the constitutive relations as based on
the free energy density and dissipation potential. The current formulation falls within the framework of inelas-
tic gradient formulations, which sets it apart from the strain-gradient-based approach to crystal plasticity of
Shu and Fleck (1999). Before we begin, a word on notation. IfW and Z represent two ﬁnite-dimensional linear1 That this is not ‘‘absolutely’’ necessary in order to account for directional hardening eﬀects is demonstrated both by the crystal
plasticity model work of Evers et al. (2004) and the very interesting phenomenological approach of Acharya (2004).
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spaces, the inner products on W and Z induce the transpose AT 2 LinðZ;W Þ of any A 2 LinðW ; ZÞ, as well
as the inner product A B :¼ trW ðATBÞ ¼ trZðABTÞ on Lin(W,Z) for all A;B 2 LinðW ; ZÞ. In particular,
let V represent three-dimensional Euclidean vector space, Lin(V,V) the set of all linear mappings of V into
itself (i.e., second-order Euclidean tensors), and Lin+(V,V) the subset of all elements of Lin(V,V) with positive
determinant. Elements of V and Lin(V,V), or mappings taking values these spaces, are denoted here as usual
by bold-face, lower-case a, . . . and upper-case A, . . ., italic letters, respectively. In particular, let I 2 Lin(V,V)
represents the second-order identity tensor. As usual, the tensor product a  b of any two a,b 2 V can be inter-
preted as an element a  b 2 Lin(V,V) of Lin(V,V) via (a  b)c :¼ (b Æ c)a for all a,b,c 2 V. In addition,
symðAÞ :¼ 1
2
ðAþ ATÞ, skwðAÞ :¼ 1
2
ðA ATÞ, sphðAÞ :¼ 1
3
trðAÞI , and dev(A) :¼ A  sph(A) represent the
symmetric, skew-symmetric, spherical, and deviatoric, parts, respectively, of any A 2 Lin(V,V). Let
axv(W) · a :¼Wa represents the axial vector of any skew-symmetric tensor W, and axs :¼ axv  skw the
extension of the axial vector mapping to arbitrary second-order tensors.
Third-order tensors are denoted in general in this work by upper-case slanted sans serif letters A, B, . . . and
interpreted as elements of Lin(V2,V) ﬃ Lin(Lin(V,V),V) ﬃ Lin(V,Lin(V,V)). Note that any third-order tensor
A induces a third-order tensor AS deﬁned by (ASb)c :¼ (Ac)b. In particular, this operation induces the split
A = symS(A) + skwS(A) of any third-order tensor A into ‘‘symmetric’’ symSðAÞ :¼ 12 ðAþ ASÞ and ‘‘skew-sym-
metric’’ skwSðAÞ :¼ 12 ðA ASÞ parts. In addition, the latter of these induces the second-order ‘‘axial’’ tensor
axiS(A)(b · c):¼2(skwS(A)b)c = (Ab)c  (Ac)b formally analogous to the well-known axial vector. Turning
next to ﬁeld relations, let E Euclidean point space with translation vector space V and u be a diﬀerentiable
Euclidean vector ﬁeld. We work with the deﬁnition2 (curlT)Ta :¼ curl(TTa) for the curl of a diﬀerentiable sec-
ond-order Euclidean tensor ﬁeld T as a second-order tensor ﬁeld. Using this deﬁnition, one obtains the iden-
tity (curlT)(a · b) = ($aT)b  ($bT)a for curlT in terms of the Euclidean gradient operator $, directional
derivative $aT :¼ ($T)a, third-order Euclidean tensor ﬁeld $T. On the basis of these deﬁnitions, one obtains
in particular the compact form curlT = axiS(skwS($T)) = axiS($T) for the curl of a diﬀerentiable second-order
tensor ﬁeld T as a function of its gradient $T.
2. Large-deformation continuum constitutive setting
According to Ashby (1970), dislocations in a crystal can be separated into two diﬀerent types depending on
how they are stored. While statistically stored dislocation (SSDs) accumulate by trapping each other in a ran-
dom way, geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs) are required for to maintain deformation compatibil-
ity between all parts of the crystal in the case of non-uniform slip. In this vein, Ashby (1970) derived a relation
between the density of GNDs and the gradients of plastic shear. This has been discussed in detail in the con-
text of small deformation in many later works (e.g., Arsenlis and Parks, 1999; Shizawa and Zbib, 1999). The
question is, how does this generalize to the large-deformation continuum setting? In the phenomenological
large-deformation context, local inelastic deformation is invariably represented by the inelastic part FP of
the usual multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient. From this point of view, the extension
of crystal plasticity to be considered here should involve the gradient of FP in some way. In this sense, such
extensions of crystal plasticity fall under the continuum rubric of gradient theories. Formulations of crystal
plasticity involving a (general) dependence of the free energy on the gradient of the local inelastic deformation
can be found in, e.g., Naghdi and Srinivasa (1993, 2004), Le and Stumpf (1996), Gurtin (2000).
To have a ﬁrst look at the consequences of this for the formulation of constitutive models, consider the
simplest case, i.e., ideal isothermal phenomenological gradient inelasticity. To this end, we require some nota-
tion and concepts. Let B represent a material body (manifold) and j : B! E a placement of B into E, i.e., a
global placement. The image Bj :¼ j[B]  E of j represents the corresponding conﬁguration of B in E. If
c : B! E is a second such placement, cj :¼ j*c = c  j1 : Bj ! Bc represents the change of global placement
from j to c. Alternatively, cj can be interpreted as the deformation of Bj into Bc. On this basis, a motion of B
with respect to E in some time-interval I can be represented in the form v : I · B! E, where, at each t 2 I,2 This is of course a matter of convention. Indeed, in contrast to this, Cermelli and Gurtin (2001) deﬁne (curlT)a :¼ curl(TTb).
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that any global placement j induces the representation fj :¼ j*f :¼ f  j1 : Bj ! Z of any ﬁeld f : B! Z on
B taking values in some ﬁxed linear or point space Z. Further, any smooth j induces the form
$jf :¼ j*$(j*f) = $(fj1)j of the gradient of f taking values in Lin(V,Z). For example, vj : I · Bj ! E
represents the deformation of Bj into the current conﬁguration Bt at each t 2 I. From this, we have in partic-
ular the deformation gradient Fj(t,b) :¼ ($jv)(t,b) 2 Lin+(V,V) relative to j.
In this framework, relative to any global placement j, the behavior of a material point b 2 B at a given time
t 2 I is determined in particular by the history of the local deformation represented in terms of the local con-
tinuum deformation or deformation gradient Fj(t,b), the local inelastic deformation FPj(t,b), and now
($jFPj)(t,b), all at b relative to j. These determine in particular the corresponding extended formw ¼ wjðFj;FPj;rjFPj; bÞ ð1Þ
of the free energy density at each b 2 B, again for arbitrary j determining in particular the ﬁrst Piola–Kirch-
hoﬀ stress Pj ¼ oFjwj hyperelastically. Later in this work, we will be considering a number of indirect or direct
evolution-ﬁeld relations for FPj (which will depend in addition on a dissipation or other potential as well as the
free energy, but this is not directly relevant here). In this case, vj and this last ﬁeld represent the degrees-of-
freedom of our continuum.
Consider now the eﬀect of a change of global reference placement on the form of wj above. As discussed by
Cermelli and Gurtin (2001), this can be alternatively interpreted as the eﬀect of the corresponding compatible
(i.e., curl-less) deformation on the form of wj. Such compatible deformations have been shown (e.g., Davini,
1986; Davini and Parry, 1989) to leave crystallographic dislocation measures unchanged, representing as such
‘‘elastic’’ changes of local reference placement. The idea here is that the form of the free energy and other con-
situtive relations depending on such measures should then be invariant with respect to such changes of global
reference placement, or alternatively, with respect to compatible deformations. One obtains the
transformationsFj ¼ KcjFc;
FPj ¼ KcjFPc;
rjFPj ¼ Kcj½rcFPc þ FPcKcjðrjKcjÞ	;
wj ¼ detðKcjÞwc;
ð2Þusing the above notation, withKcj :¼ rjc ð3Þ
andKcjFc :¼ FcKcj;
ððKcjðrjKcjÞÞaÞb :¼ ððrjKcjÞK1cj aÞK1cj b:
ð4ÞSubstituting these results into (1), we obtainwjðFj;FPj;rjFPj; bÞ ¼ detðKcjÞwcðFc;FPc;rcFPc þ FPcKcjðrjKcjÞ; bÞ
6¼ detðKcjÞwcðFc;FPc;rcFPc; bÞ: ð5ÞDue to the non-tensorial nature of $jFPj, then, the form (1) of wj will depend in general on the choice of glo-
bal reference placement. To examine this result more closely, consider the splitrjFPj ¼ symSðrjFPjÞ þ skwSðrjFPjÞ ð6Þ
of $jFPj into symmetric and skew-symmetric parts. In particular, the resultaxiSðrjFPjÞ ¼ axiSðskwSðrjFPjÞÞ ¼ curljFPj ð7Þ
implies that skwS($
jFPj) represents the incompatibility of FPj with respect to j. Combining (2)3 and (6), then,
one obtains
3 Re
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skwSðrjFPjÞ ¼ KcjskwSðrcFPcÞ;
ð8Þsince $jKcj = $
j($jc) is symmetric. Note that (8)2 takes the alternative formcurljFPj ¼ detðrjcÞðcurlcFPcÞðrjcÞT ð9Þ
in terms of curljFPj. So, we see that the dependence of the form of wj on the choice of reference placement is
due in particular to its dependence on the symmetric part symS($
jFPj) of $
jFPj. For special changes of ref-
erence placement, e.g., when cj is aﬃne (i.e., $
j($jc) vanishes), symS($
jFPj) transforms tensorially as well.
More generally, (8)1 implies that, if c satisﬁes the ﬁeld equationrjðrjcÞ ¼ F1Pc symSðrjFPjÞ ð10Þ
at each time3 during the deformation process, symS($
cFPc) vanishes identically, in which case wc as given by (1)
would depend only on the skew-symmetric part of $cFPc. In general, however, these results shows that, for the
form (1) of wj to be independent of change of global reference placement, or of compatible deformation, in
general, it can only depend on the incompatibility skwS($
jFPj) of FPj from the start. This is in agreement with
conclusions of Cermelli and Gurtin (2001), who showed in a diﬀerent fashion that constitutive functions for
any b 2 B depending on $jFPj must reduce to a dependence on curljFPj alone for their form to be indepen-
dent of a compatible or ‘‘elastic’’ deformation.
Going now one step further in this context, consider next the generalization of the modeling of FPj as
(deformation-history-dependent) change of local reference placement (Svendsen, 2001) to gradient inelasticity.
In this case, there exists a reduced form wij of wj such thatwjðFj;FPj; skwSðrjFPjÞ; bÞ ¼ detðFPjÞwijðFPjFj;FPjskwSðrjFPjÞ; bÞ ð11Þ
holds. Here,FPjFj ¼ FjF1Pj ¼: FEj ð12Þ
represents the local elastic deformation in the material relative to the so-called (local) intermediate (inelastic)
conﬁguration, andððFPjrjFPjÞaÞb ¼ ððrjFPjÞF1PjaÞF1Pjb ð13Þ
the push-forward of $jFPj by FPj to the intermediate conﬁguration. In the standard non-gradient context,
such a model for FPj clearly implies that the usual elastic part FE of the deformation gradient is the measure
of energy storage in the material due to lattice deformation. Noting that FPj* skwS($
j FPj) = skwS(FPj*
($jFPj)), from (2) follows in turn the transformation relationsFEj ¼ FEc;
skwSðFPjrjFPjÞ ¼ skwSðFPcrcFPcÞ:
ð14ÞSubstituting these results into (11), we obtain analogously wij = wic, i.e., the form of the free energy density
with respect to the intermediate conﬁguration is independent of the choice of global reference placement.
In particular, with the help of the resultaxiSðFPjrjFPjÞ ¼ axiSðskwSðFPjrjFPjÞÞ ¼ detðFPjÞ1ðcurljFPjÞFTPj; ð15Þ
note that the axial form of skwS(FPj*$
jFPj) represents the so-called geometric dislocation tensorG i :¼ detðFPjÞ1ðcurljFPjÞFTPj ¼ detðFPcÞ1ðcurlcFPcÞFTPc ð16Þ
of Cermelli and Gurtin (2001). As follows from (14), and as indicated here, this tensor is independent of the
choice of j.sulting over the process time interval I in a time-dependent or time-parameterized change of reference conﬁguration.
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diate one induced by FP 
 FPj, and the current one Bc 
 Bt. As indicated, for notational simplicity, we now
drop the notation j for the reference conﬁguration. Further, use will be made of the notation $r 
 $j for the
gradient operator relative to the arbitrary reference conﬁguration Br, and that $
c relative to the current con-
ﬁguration Bc, in what follows. Lastly, all forms of the free energy to follow will be consistent with the
reductionw ¼ wrðh;F;FP;G r; Þ ¼ detðFPÞwiðh;FE;G i; Þ ð17Þ
independent of compatible deformations and consistent with the modeling of FP as a material isomorphism as
discussed above, withG r :¼ axiSðskwSðrrFPÞÞ ¼ curlrFP ð18Þ
the referential form of the dislocation density tensor. The class of free energy functions (17) is considered by
Svendsen (2000, 2002), and the isothermal special case of (17)2 for plastic incompressibility det(FP) = 1 by
Gurtin (2002). Here, we have included a dependence on the temperature h as well as on a set  :¼ (1, . . . ,n)
of scalar-valued internal variables (e.g., accumulated inelastic deformation on each glide system) whose devel-
opment leads to additional energy storage in the material.
3. Finite dislocation density and lattice curvature measures
Assuming that crystalline material in question contains dislocations which can be treated as being ‘‘contin-
uously distributed’’ in a material point at the continuum or macroscopic level, one can formulate (average)
dislocation density and lattice curvature measures with respect to continuum (inﬁnitesimal) line, area and vol-
ume elements of the material in question (e.g., Kro¨ner, 1960). This is done here in the context of ﬁnite defor-
mation and (later) small elastic strain. As usual, in the phenomenological context, as well as in the case of
crystal plasticity, this is based on the multiplicative decompositionF ¼ FEFP ð19Þ
(e.g., Lee, 1969; Mandel, 1971; Rice, 1971) of the deformation gradient into elastic and plastic parts. This is
generally completed by the ﬂow rule_FP ¼ LPFP: ð20Þ
For example, in the case of single crystals, we haveLP ¼
X
a
_caðsa  naÞ ð21Þthe sum being taken over all (active) slip systems as usual. Here, sa is the slip direction, na the slip plane normal
and _ca the slip rate on the slip system a. As usual, we interpret FP as deﬁning the local intermediate conﬁgu-
ration which is on average stress-free and as such characterized by zero mean lattice (i.e., elastic) strain. Since
FP is not the gradient of a vector ﬁeld, the intermediate conﬁguration is in general not compatible. As such, a
closed circuit C in the reference conﬁguration is mapped via FP on one generally open circuit. The closure fail-
ure of the circuit, representing the net sum b(C) of the Burgers vectors of all dislocation lines piercing the area
S enclosed by the circuit C, is given bybðCÞ ¼
I
C
FP dxr ¼
Z
S
ðcurlrFPÞnr dar ¼
Z
S
G rnr dar ð22Þ(Nye, 1953; Bilby et al., 1955; Kro¨ner, 1960; Landau and Lifshitz, 1970) via Stoke’s theorem, i.e., assuming no
jumps in FP. As such, Grnr represents the corresponding vectorial surface density of GND lines piercing the
referential surface element nrdar and curlrFP. The vanishing of b(C) implies that there are no excess disloca-
tions around C, such that the material experiences no net bending around this circuit. Noting the analogy of
(18) with the expression b = curla for the magnetic ﬁeld (or more precisely, ﬂux density) b as the curl of the
vector potential a, one could perhaps refer to FP as the potential for the dislocation (density) ‘‘ﬁeld’’ Gr. On
this basis, the conservation of dislocation (ﬁeld) lines in the material is given by
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a relation formally analogous to Faraday’s law for conservation of magnetic ﬂux. Like FP itself, Gr represents
a mixed (i.e., intermediate-referential) second-order tensor ﬁeld. On the other hand, the related measureG i :¼ detðF1P ÞðcurlrFPÞFTP ¼ detðF1P ÞG rFTP ; ð24Þ
representing the dislocation density tensor of Cermelli and Gurtin (2001), is purely intermediate in character.
Indeed, with the help of the standard area-element transformation ni dai = det(FP)FP
Tnrdar induced by FP,
one obtainsG ini dai ¼ G rnr dar: ð25Þ
Gi can also be expressed in terms of FE asG i ¼ detðFEÞðcurlcF1E ÞFTE ¼ F1E ðcurliFEÞ ð26Þ
via the compatibility of F. Note that the curl operator curli is deﬁned relative to the intermediate conﬁguration
via rif :¼ ðrrfÞF1P Lastly,Gc :¼ curlcF1E ¼ detðF1ÞG rFT ¼ detðF1E ÞG iFTE ð27Þ
represents the dislocation density tensor with respect to the current conﬁguration, with curlc the corresponding
curl operator based on $c. More generally, this last result follows from the symmetry of $rF asG iða bÞ ¼ ðcurlrFPÞðF1P a F1P bÞ ¼ ðriaFPÞF1P b ðribFPÞF1P a
¼ ðrcFEaF1E ÞFEb ðrcFEbF1E ÞFEa ¼ F1E fðribFEÞa ðriaFEÞbg ð28Þvia the deﬁnition of the curl of a second-order tensor ﬁeld being used here. Analogous to (23), we havedivcGc ¼ 0 ð29Þ
for the conservation of dislocation lines relative to the current conﬁguration.
To take into account the eﬀect of the motion of dislocations on the state of deformation in the material,
consider next the evolution relations arising for the dislocation density tensors above on the basis of the rela-
tion (20) for the (negative of the) ‘‘dislocation ﬂux density’’ _FP. We have_G r ¼ curlrðLPFPÞ;
_G i ¼ G iLTP  ðI  LPÞG i þ detðF1P ÞfcurlrðLPFPÞgFTP ;
_Gc ¼ GcLT  ðI  LÞGc þ curlcðLPF1E Þ;
ð30Þfrom (20) and the above deﬁnitions. Note thatcurlrðLPFPÞ ¼ LPG r þ detðFPÞðcurliLPÞFTP ;
detðF1P ÞfcurlrðLPFPÞgFTP ¼ LPG i þ curliLP;
curlcðLPF1E Þ ¼ LPGc þ detðF1E ÞðcurliLPÞFTE:
ð31ÞIn particular, in the case of crystal plasticity, I Æ LP = 0 and det(FP) = 1. More generally, in the incremental
context, the ‘‘non-locality’’ of these dislocation density measures is expressed in terms of the incompatibility
of LP with respect to the intermediate conﬁguration. In the case of crystal plasticity, for example, we havedetðFPÞðcurliLPÞFTP ¼
X
a
sa  ðrr _ca  FTPnaÞ;
curliLP ¼
X
a
sa  ðri _ca  naÞ;
ð32Þvia (21). This crystal plastic form for the incompatibility of LP displays clearly the dependence of the evolution
of the dislocation density measures on that projection of the inhomogeneityri _ca of _ca with respect to the inter-
mediate conﬁguration onto the glide plane. Alternatively, in the crystal-plastic context, Gr can be expressed in
the ﬁnite form
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X
a
sa  gra ð33Þ(Svendsen, 2000, 2002) in terms of its initial value Gr0 and the glide-system-based vector-valued GND measure
gra with evolution relation_gra ¼ b1 curlrð _caFTPnaÞ ¼ b1rr _ca  FTPna þ _ca G r0 þ
X
b6¼a
sb  grb
( )T
na: ð34ÞIn the hardening context, the ﬁrst two terms contribute to self-hardening, and the last term to latent harden-
ing. In particular, Gr0 is due to orientation mismatch at grain boundaries and results is an initial lengthscale-
dependent yield stress (e.g., due to geometric necessary boundaries: Evers et al., 2004). Note that divrGr0 = 0
and divrgra ¼ 0 for each a follow from (23).
As has been discussed in detail in many works (e.g., Ashby, 1970, 1999), simple geometrical considerations
imply that GNDs of edge and screw type cause lattice bending and warping, respectively. In his pioneering
work, Nye (1953) introduced the small-deformation dislocation density tensora 
 curlHE ¼ curlðsymðHEÞÞ þ curlðskwðHEÞÞ ð35Þ
in terms of the local lattice distortion HE and linked it to the corresponding small-deformation lattice curva-
ture j 
 $axs(HE) (see also Kafadar and Eringen, 1971; Forest et al., 1997). More generally, consider the case
of small elastic strain, i.e.,UE  I þ lnUE;
FE  RE;
ð36Þwith RE the mean rotation of the crystal lattice from the polar decompositionFE ¼ REUE ð37Þ
of FE, and UE the mean stretching of the lattice. In this case, we have the splitF1E ðriaFEÞ  RTEðriaREÞ þ ria lnUE ð38Þ
of FE
1($a
iFE) into parts determined by the inhomogeneity of the lattice rotation RE and by that of the lattice
distortion lnUE. In particular, the former is related to the third-order lattice curvature tensor Ki deﬁned byK ia :¼ ðriaRTEÞRE ¼ RTEðriaREÞ ð39Þ
for all vectors a. Note that, from (28) and (38), one obtains the expressionðK iaÞb ¼ 12f½ðS iaÞ  ðS iaÞT	b ðS ibÞTag þ 12f½ðAiaÞ  ðAiaÞT	b ðAibÞTag ð40Þ
for this tensor in terms of thoseðS iaÞb :¼ F1E fðribFEÞa ðriaFEÞbg ¼ G iða bÞ;
ðAiaÞb :¼ ðria lnUEÞb ðrib lnUEÞa ¼ curliðlnUEÞða bÞ;
ð41Þdetermined by Gi and the incompatibility curli(lnUE) of the lattice strain lnUE with respect to the intermediate
conﬁguration. Consequently, lattice curvature results in general from both this latter incompatibility and
GND development. In particular, if lnUE is in fact compatible, the lattice curvature is directly related to
Gi. Since it can be experimentally determined (at least for fcc systems), e.g., with the help of electron back-scat-
tering diﬀraction and orientation imaging microscopy (e.g., Sun et al., 1998; El-Dasher et al., 2003), lattice
curvature oﬀers at least in principle the possibility to compare theoretical predictions of Gi and its develop-
ment with experimental results via relations such as (40) and (41).
4. Standard-continuum-based extensions of crystal plasticity
Among the proposed approaches on how to incorporate the eﬀects of GNDs into the hardening modeling,
the simplest simply accounts for GND density in otherwise ‘‘conventional’’ hardening modeling, resulting in
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which has been used by, e.g., Busso et al. (2000) to model the additional hardening in two-phase nickel super-
alloys. In their approach, Gr = curlrFP is considered as the generalization of Nye’s dislocation density tensor to
large deformation. In particular, Dai and Parks (1997) assumed that a given slip system consists of three dis-
location families: a set of screw dislocation with the tangent vector in the direction sa, a set of edge dislocation
with the tangent vector in the direction ta ¼ sa  na, and a set of edge dislocation with the tangent vector in the
direction sa. The Burgers vector of all three types lies in the direction sa. The corresponding densities qGðsÞa ,
qGðeÞ1a and q
GðeÞ2
a are assumed to be fully determined byb _qGðsÞa sa þ _qGðeÞ1a ta þ _qGðeÞ2a na
  
 curlrð _caFTPnaÞ: ð42ÞIn the context of (33) and (34), we see that this is equal to b _gra, where again b represents the magnitude of the
Burgers vector. The total GND density on slip system a is thenqGa ¼ qGðsÞa
 þ qGðeÞ1a þ qGðeÞ2a : ð43ÞThis ﬁeld of GNDs can act as obstacles to the motion of any glissile dislocation in the same way as statistically
stored dislocations do, and so produce enhanced hardening. The eﬀective slip-system resistance sGa resulting
from GNDs is evaluated assGa ¼ clb
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃX
b
aabqGb
r
: ð44Þwith aab characterizing the a b dislocation interaction strength (Franciosi and Zaoui, 1982). With the slip
system resistance due to SSDs sSa the overall glide resistance sa on the slip system a is taken to depend on both
according tosa ¼ ðsGa Þk þ ðsSaÞk
h i1=k
; ð45Þwhere k is taken as a positive constant k = 1 or k = 2. Note the slight formal inconsistency here. On the one
hand, the slip system resistance due to SSDs sSa is obtained from the slip system shears ca, which are interme-
diate-conﬁguration quantities. On the other hand, sGa is evaluated using the ‘‘slip system GNDs’’ q
G
a from (43)
as based on curlrð _caFTPnaÞ, which are mixed intermediate-referential quantities.
Let us consider a FCC single crystal with its 12 slip systems. The slip planes are of the type {111} and slip
directions of h110i. We examine now the situation where two slip systems with the same slip directions are
loaded symmetrically so that the inelastic shear rates on the both are equal. In this case, the time derivative
of the plastic deformation can be written as_FP ¼ _cs n1 þ _cs n2ð ÞFP ¼ _cðs nÞFP ð46Þ
with n = n1 + n2. Since both n1 and n1 are orthogonal to s the vector n is as well. Furthermore, if we assume
that there is no plastic deformation at the beginning, then FP is initially equal to the identity, and (46) can be
integrated to yieldFP ¼ I þ cs n: ð47Þ
From this, one obtainsG r ¼ curlrðcs nÞ ¼ s ðrrc nÞ; ð48Þ
since s and n are constant. Further, (23) is satisﬁed identically. Assuming next that c varies only in the direc-
tion n, i.e., that $rckn, (48) implies that Gr vanishes identically, in which case FP is compatible. This situation
arises for example in plane strain, where two symmetrically loaded slip systems with the same slip direction
result in a glide band whose slip direction is the same as of the both slip systems and whose normal points
into the direction of the bisector of the normals of the both slip systems.
Let us now use the formula (42) to determine the GND density on the both active slip systems 1 and 2 in the
sense of Dai and Parks (1997). With a taking the values 1 or 2, we obtain
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where aa :¼ n  ta. Since n = n1 + n2, we have a1 = a2 = a. Comparing then (42) and (49), we conclude_qGðsÞ1 ¼  _qGðsÞ2 ¼
a
b
rr _c  n 6¼ 0: ð50ÞConsequently, in this model, we have the same number of screw dislocations on system 2 as on system 1 with
the same Burgers vector but opposite sign. So, this approach results in the presence of GNDs leading via (43)
and (44) to additional slip system resistance although the plastic deformation is compatible! This shortcoming
stems form the fact that screw dislocations with the same Burgers vector but gliding on diﬀerent slip planes are
treated here as diﬀerent dislocations although screw dislocations are characterized by their Burgers vector
alone, regardless of the slip plane. Indeed, if such dislocations have the same Burgers vector, they should
be combined together in order to evaluate the net resulting polarity.
In the approach of Dai and Parks (1997), only the ﬁrst spatial derivatives of the plastic deformation enters
the constitutive equations via the dependence of the slip resistance on the ‘‘crystallographic GND densities’’
qGa whose evolution is given by the history of the slips via Eqs. (42) and (43). Thus, only the constitutive form
of the slip resistance is inﬂuenced by the presence of GNDs, other constitutive equations retain their form.
This and the fact that no additional boundary conditions are needed in this case makes this approach very
attractive for engineering applications. As was shown above, a compatible plastic deformation, which implies
no GNDs, can lead in this theory to additional hardening. Consequently, the quantities qGa are not solely
GND-related, and the nature of this additional hardening is questionable. Analogous approaches in which
the standard boundary-value problem and the form of the constitutive equations are retained include Acharya
and Bassani (2000) and Acharya et al. (2003). This they achieve by introducing additional GND hardening via
a dependence of the hardening moduli on a particular GND measure. Like the approach of Dai and Parks
(1997), their approach presumes that the GND hardening process is purely dissipative in nature, i.e., leads
to no energy storage. In particular, Acharya and Bassani (2000) utilized a frame-invariant GND density
measure which is essentially equivalent to the small-elastic-strain form of Gi and takes into account short-
range interactions between GNDs and mobile dislocations which arise when the GNDs intersect the slip plane
of the mobile dislocations. Since (22) and (25) imply that Gini represents the surface density of excess disloca-
tions piercing the surface element ni dai, the corresponding scalar density for the slip plane a is given byka ¼ jG inaj ð51Þ
with na being the plane normal of the slip system a. These GND forest measures can than be used alongside
with the slips in the evolution of the critical shear stress sCra ¼
P
bhab _ca via the dependence of the hardening
moduli habðca; kaÞ on their values. In contrast to Dai and Parks (1997), the GND measure ka, used in Acharya
and Bassani (2000) vanishes in the case of compatible elastic and plastic deformation and so results in no addi-
tional hardening.
5. Continuum thermodynamic extension of crystal plasticity
The extensions of crystal plasticity discussed in the previous section were all characterized by the retention
of the standard continuum setting and boundary-value problem. They reﬂect the fact that the buildup of
excess dislocations in the material results in a dependence of the material (i.e., hardening) behavior on the his-
tory of the gradient of the local inelastic deformation. Otherwise, they treat the local inelastic deformation as a
‘‘standard’’ internal variable whose spatial variability is derived ‘‘directly’’ from the deformation ﬁeld itself.
Such an approach clearly does not account directly for the inﬂuence of internal boundaries (e.g., grain or
phase boundaries) and the microstructure in general on GND development. More general continuum-
mechanics-based approaches of this nature for crystal plasticity have been developed in a large deformation
context by, e.g., Menzel and Steinmann (2000), Svendsen (2000, 2002), Gurtin (2000, 2002), Evers et al. (2004).
In this section, we pursue a generalization of the approach of Svendsen (2000, 2002). As in other such
approaches, the basic physical assumption here is that GND-based processes leading to, e.g., lattice curvature,
result in additional energy storage and additional hardening in the material. As shown by the very interesting
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eﬀects.
For simplicity, the formulation here is restricted here to the supply-free case. As shown by Sˇilhavy´ (1997),
under mild additional assumptions (e.g., local solvability), the Coleman–Noll dissipation principle is applica-
ble to the supply-free case. In any case, from a physical point of view, momentum, energy and entropy supplies
should be negligible in the current context of crystal plasticity. On this basis, the local energy balance takes the
form_e ¼ divrh ð52Þ
in referential form. Here, e = e + k represents the referential total energy density, e the corresponding internal
energy density, k the corresponding kinetic energy density, and h the corresponding energy-ﬂux density. The
analogous form of entropy balance is given by_g ¼ p divr/; ð53Þ
with g the entropy density, / the entropy ﬂux density, and p the (non-negative) entropy production-rate den-
sity. Multiplying (53) by the absolute temperature h and combining the result with the energy balance (52), one
obtainsd ¼ divrf  _w _m  _v /  rrh g _h ð54Þ
for the dissipation rate density d :¼ hp in terms ofw :¼ e hg;
f :¼ hþ h/;
_k :¼ _m  _v;
ð55Þwith m the momentum density. Since p is restricted to be non-negative, and h is by deﬁnition, the entropy prin-
ciple (now in terms of the dissipation) requires d to be as well. On this basis, consider now the class of ther-
moelastic, viscoplastic behavior as based in particular on the form (17) of the free energy density depending in
particular on the dislocation density tensor Gr from (18). From this, one has_w ¼ ohwr _hþ oFwr  _F þ oFPwr  _FP þ owr  _þ oGrwr  _G r
¼ ðohwrÞ _h divrðoFwrÞ  _vþ foFPwr þ curlrðoGrwrÞg  _FP þ owr  _þ divrfðoFwrÞT _v
þ 2axs½ðoGrwrÞT _FP	g ð56Þfor the material time derivative of w via the identity curlA Æ B = A Æ curlB + div[2axs(ATB)]. Substituting (56)
into (54), we obtaind ¼ fdivrðoFwrÞ  _mg  _v ðgþ ohwrÞ _hþ Rr  _FP  owr  _ /  rrh; ð57Þ
via the constitutive assumptionf ¼ ðoFwrÞT _vþ 2axsfðoGrwrÞT _FPg ð58Þ
for the mechanical energy ﬂux density, withRr :¼ foFPwr þ curlrðoGrwrÞg ð59Þ
the generalized thermodynamic force driving the evolution of _FP. In what follows, we also work with the formRi :¼ RrFTP ð60Þ
of Rr in the intermediate conﬁguration conjugate to LP. In particular, the thermodynamic force Ri is related to
the internal stresses resulting from lattice distortion, bending, and warping, the latter two due to the presence
of GNDs.
Consider next the dissipation principle (e.g., Sˇilhavy´, 1997) in the context of (57). This requires d to remain
non-negative for all admissible thermodynamic processes. Assuming in particular that f, /, g, and the evolu-
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the fulﬁllment of dP 0 in this case is the vanishing of the corresponding coeﬃcients, yielding the linear
momentum balance4 In_m ¼ divrðoFwrÞ ð61Þ
and the thermoelastic formg ¼ ohwr; ð62Þ
for the entropy density. These reduce the dissipation-rate density to its so-called residual formd ¼ Rr  _FP  owr  _ /  rrh ¼ Ri  LP  owr  _ /  rrh: ð63Þ
In terms of the dissipation potentiald ¼ drðh;F;FP;G r; 1; _FP; _;rrhÞ ¼ d iðh;FE;G i; 1;LP; _;rihÞ ð64Þ
and corresponding suﬃcient constitutive forms4Rr ¼ o _FPdr;
 owr ¼ o _dr;
 / ¼ orrhdr;
ð65Þ(63) reduces further tod ¼ ðo _FPdrÞ  _FP þ ðo _drÞ  _þ ðorrhdrÞ  rrhP dr P 0: ð66Þ
The latter conditions hold here since the dissipation potential is by deﬁnition non-negative and convex in the
‘‘non-equilibrium’’ quantities _FP, _ and $
rh. In (64), note that 1 = (11,. . .) represents a set of internal variables
associated with dynamic, i.e., dissipative, hardening processes. Combination of (62) with the entropy balance
(53) and this last result yields the ﬁeld relationc _h ¼ -þ divr½hðorrhdrÞ	 ð67Þ
for the temperature, with c :¼ h(ohohwr), and- :¼ hðohoFwrÞ  _F þ fo _FPdr þ hðohoFPwrÞg  _FP þ fo _dr þ hðohowrÞg  _þ hðohoGrwrÞ  _G r ð68Þ
the rate of mechanical heating.
In summary, on the basis of the above results, one obtains the momentum balance (61) for the deformation
ﬁeld v, (67) for the temperature ﬁeld h, as well as that0 ¼ o _FPdr þ oFPwr þ curlrðocurlrFPwrÞ ð69Þ
for FP from (65)1 via (18) and (59). All of these are determined by the forms of wr and dr as given above. For
the formulation of initial-boundary-value problems and numerical implementation, the correponding weak
forms Z
Br
_m  _vH þ
Z
Br
ðoFwrÞ  rrvH ¼
Z
oBr
t  vH;Z
Br
ðc _h -ÞhH þ
Z
Br
hðorrhdrÞ  rrhH ¼
Z
oBr
qhH;Z
Br
ðo _FPdr þ oFPwrÞ  FPH þ
Z
Br
ðocurlrFPwrÞ  curlrFPH ¼
Z
oBr
U  FPH;
ð70Þwith respect to arbitrary test FPw and corresponding ﬂux U ﬁelds mutually exclusive on oBr. As dicussed in
Svendsen (2000, 2002), in applications, FP is ‘‘speciﬁed’’ everywhere including oBr (i.e., via solution of the localcase of non-diﬀerentiability at zero, the partial derivatives here should be interpreted as subdiﬀerentials.
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result of the current formulation, leading to a structured continuum characterized by the ﬁelds (v,h,FP), where
FP represents in general nine additional inelastic degrees-of-freedom. Analogous to the case of active and pas-
sive glide-systems in the case of crystal plasticity, however, in applications, these additional degrees-of-free-
dom would not necessarily all be active everywhere in the structure at all times.
The dependence of the referential free energy density on Gr results in particular in the back-stress-like con-
tribution curlrðoGrwrÞ to Ri from the incompatibility of oGrwr. Note that this stress is in general non-symmetric.
The form (60) of Ri implies as well that additional contributions from Gr to Ri may also be supplied by the
other term oFPwr if FP and Gr are coupled in wr (which in general will be the case). Consider in particular
the form (17)2 of wr obtained when one models FP phenomenologically as a history-dependent change of local
reference placement. Assuming plastic incompressibility det(FP) = 1, this yields the formRi ¼M  X ð71Þ
for Ri from (59) and (60) in terms of the Mandel stressM :¼ FTEðoFEwiÞ ð72Þ
and the back stressX :¼ 2symðoG iwiÞG i þ curliðoG iwiÞ: ð73Þ
Likewise, one obtains the formf ¼ F1P ðoFEwiÞT _vþ 2axsfFTPðoG iwiÞT _FPg ð74Þ
for the energy ﬂux f from (58). The form (71) for Ri implies that, even if Gi were compatible with respect to the
intermediate conﬁguration, a non-trivial dependence of wi on Gi will lead to additional hardening in the mate-
rial. In any case, these example make it clear that, from a phenomenological point of view, in the large-defor-
mation context, the modeling of the eﬀect of GND development on the hardening behavior is conﬁguration-
dependent.
Next, we embed the above formulation into crystal plasticity. In the current large-deformation non-linear
continuum thermodynamic framework, perhaps the most ‘‘straightforward’’ approach in this regard is Svend-
sen (2000, 2002). Rather than proceeding as above, he exploited the Euclidean frame-indiﬀerence of the energy
balance together with the dissipation principle to derive basic ﬁeld relations such as (61) or (69). To begin,
consider the evolution relations_FP ¼
X
a
ðsa  FTPnaÞ _ca;
_G r ¼
X
a
ðsa  GTr naÞ _ca þ
X
a
fsa  ðI  FTPnaÞgrr _ca; ð75Þfrom (20), (21) and (30)–(32) for FP and Gr, respectively. For simplicity, to these we add the general crystal-
plastic form_a ¼
X
b
kabj _cbj ¼
X
b
kab sgnð _cbÞ _cb ð76Þfor the evolution of each non-dimensional SSD-based measure _a of hardening, with kab the corresponding
quasi-static hardening modulus matrix, assumed symmetric. The key observation here is that these last three
relations can be expressed in the general form_a ¼ K ½ _c	 þJ½rr _c	 ð77Þ
quasi-linear in the glide-system slip rates _c ¼ ð _c1; . . .Þ and their gradients rr _c, with a :¼ (FP,Gr,). Here, K and
J represent constitutive quantities which may depend in particular on a. In terms of the corresponding formw ¼ wrðh;rrv;FP;G r; Þ ð78Þ
for wr (writing now F = $
rv), we then have
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X
a
o _ca _wr _cþ
X
a
orr _ca _wr  rr _ca ð79Þfor the rate of energy storage in the material, witho _h _wr ¼ ohwr;
orr _v _wr ¼ orrvwr;
o_ca _wr ¼ sa  fðoFPwrÞFTP þ ðoGrwrÞGTr gna þ
X
b
kabðobwrÞ sgnð _cbÞ;
orr _ca _wr ¼ FTPna  ðoGrwrÞTsa;
ð80Þvia (77) and (78). The corresponding formd ¼ drðh;rrv;FP;G r; 1; _c;rrhÞ ð81Þ
of the dissipation potential determines as before the residual formd ¼ ðo _cdrÞ  _cþ ðorrhdrÞ  rrhP dr P 0 ð82Þ
analogous to (66). Again, by deﬁnition, dr is convex in its non-equilibrium arguments and vanishes in equilib-
rium. Using these results, then, the non-local ﬂow rule (69) for FP is in eﬀect projected onto the glide-system-
level Ginzburg-Landau/Cahn-Allen phase-ﬁeld formo _cadr ¼ divrðorr _ca _wrÞ  o _ca _wr ð83Þ
for each ca. Using the resultdivrðorr _ca _wrÞ ¼ sa  fðoGrwrÞGTr  curlrðoGrwrÞFTPgna; ð84Þ
this relation can be expressed in the more familiar formo _cadr ¼ divrðorr _ca _wrÞ  o _ca _wr ¼ sa  foFPwr þ curlrðoGrwrÞgFTPna 
X
b
kabðobwrÞ sgnð _cbÞ
¼ sa  xa 
X
b
kabðobwrÞ sgnð _cbÞ; ð85Þfrom (71)–(73) in terms of the glide-system Schmidsa ¼ sa Mna ¼ sa  FTEðoFEwiÞna ð86Þ
and backxa :¼ sa  Xna ¼ sa  f2symðoG iwiÞG i þ curliðoG iwiÞgna ð87Þ
stresses, respectively. In the context of crystal plasticity, then, the phenomenological system (70) is replaced by
that Z
Br
_m  _vH þ
Z
Br
ðoFwrÞ  rrvH ¼
Z
oBr
t  vH;Z
Br
ðc _h -ÞhH þ
Z
Br
hðorrhdrÞ  rrhH ¼
Z
oBr
qhH;Z
Br
fo_cdr þ o _c _wrg  cH þ
Z
Br
orr _c _wr  rrcH ¼
Z
oBr
u  cH;
ð88Þin terms of the test ﬁeld array cw = (c1w, . . .) and corresponding normal boundary ﬂux array u = (/1, . . .).
These are coupled to the evolution relations (75) for FP and Gr, respectively, as well as that (76) for _a. As such,
Gr, like FP, is treated as a ‘‘standard’’ internal variable, and each ca 2 c is treated as a ﬁeld (i.e., non-local)
variable or additional continuum degree-of-freedom. Analogous to the phenomenological case (70) in terms
of FP discussed above, each _c is determined by the local form of the ﬂow rule on oBr, such that u vanishes
identically (Svendsen, 2000, 2002). In summary, then, the continuum is characterized by the ﬁelds (v,h,c) in
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this to numerical simulation of additional hardening due to deformation incompatiblity (e.g., Svendsen and
Reese, 2003; Svendsen, 2004; Evers et al., 2004), in most structural problems, only a few of the additional de-
grees of freedom c are generally active in only some parts of the structure at any one time. Consequently, the
use of material model adaptivity techniques in the numerical implementation makes the use of such extended
models tractable for structural simulations.
6. Comparison with some other extended continuum approaches
Some of the results of the current approach, in particular as based on Gi, are formally similar to those
derived by Gurtin (2002) using the concept of microforces (e.g., Gurtin, 2000) and the purely mechanical ver-
sion of dissipation inequality. Gurtin’s theory is based on the assumption that the power expended by each
independent rate-like kinematical variable can be expressed in term of an associated force system consistent
with its own balance. The basic rate-like variables he works with are the material velocity _v, describing the
macroscopic motion of the body, LE, describing the instantaneous lattice rotation and stretching, and _ca,
describing the plastic deformation in each glide system due to motion of dislocations. In his approach, each
change of state of the material is associated with macroscopic and microscopic force systems. The macroscopic
force system is deﬁned by a traction t and a body force density b including external and inertial forces. The
microscopic system is deﬁned by a lattice (Kirchhoﬀ) stress K work-conjugate to LE, an internal microforce pa
work conjugate to _ca, a microstress nra work-conjugate to rr _ca, and a microtraction Na work-conjugate to _ca.
The main idea of his approach is the assertion that the external power expended on any (referential) subbody
PWext ¼
Z
oP
t  _vdar þ
Z
P
b  _vdvr þ
X
a
Z
oP
Na _ca dar ð89Þis equal to internal power expended within the same subbodyWint ¼
Z
P
K  LE dvr þ
X
a
Z
P
ðpa þ nra  rr _caÞdvr: ð90ÞHere, the kinematic variables _v, LE and _ca have to fulﬁll the kinematic restrictionL ¼ _FEF1E þ FE
X
a
_caðsa  naÞF1E ¼: LE þ
X
a
_casa  na ð91Þfollowing from (19), with sa ¼ FEsa and na ¼ FTE na.
Consider ﬁrst the case without slip, i.e., _ca ¼ 0. In this case, the equivalence of the external and internal
power in combination with integration by parts yieldsZ
oP
ðt  PnrÞ  _vdar ¼ 
Z
P
ðdivrP þ bÞ  _vdvr; ð92Þwith P:¼KFT the ﬁrst Piola–Kirchhoﬀ stress. For this to hold for arbitrary P and _v, the usual traction con-
dition t = Pn and the classical local momentum balancedivrP þ b ¼ 0 ð93Þ
follow. Next, consider a rigid-body motion _v ¼ aþ x x, with a and x constant. Assuming in this case that
there is no internal working, i.e.,Wint ¼ 0, one obtainsZ
P
ðx IÞ  K dvr ¼ 0: ð94ÞSince the tensor x · I is skew and x arbitrary, K must be symmetric. The microscopic force balance is ob-
tained by setting _v ¼ 0 and letting _ca be arbitrary. Then from (91) followsX
a
_caðsa  naÞ ¼ LE; ð95Þ
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X
a
sa _ca; ð96Þwith the resolved shear stresssa :¼ sa  Kna ¼ sa  FTEKFTE na: ð97Þ
Using this and integrating by parts, one obtains from the equivalence of the external and internal powerX
a
Z
oP
ðNa  nra  nÞ _ca dar ¼ 
X
a
Z
P
ðdivrnra þ sa  paÞ _ca dvr: ð98ÞThis yieldsNa ¼ nra  nr; ð99Þ
representing the microtraction condition on the boundary, as well asdivrnra þ sa  pa ¼ 0; ð100Þ
representing the microforce balance.
To formulate constitutive relations, Gurtin uses the purely mechanical form of the second law in which the
temporal increase in free energy of any subbody P is less than or equal to the power expended on P. In terms
of the referential free energy density wr, the second law takes the form_Z
P
wr Wext 6 0: ð101ÞSince P is arbitrary, one obtains_wr  K DE 
X
a
ðnra  rr _ca þ pacaÞ 6 0 ð102Þvia the symmetry of K, with DE the symmetric part of LE. In terms of the ‘‘true’’ lattice stress
SE :¼ FE1KFET, the above inequality can be rewritten as_wr  SE  _EE 
X
a
ðnra  rr _ca þ pa _caÞ 6 0; ð103Þwhere EE represents the elastic Green deformation tensor. Assuming plastic incompressibility, Gurtin postu-
lates the simple additive formwi ¼ 12EE  CEEE þWðG iÞ ð104Þ
for wi in terms of the usual elasticity tensor CE. Substituting this into (103), the dissipation inequality reduces
tofoEEwi  SEg  _EE þ
X
a
fsa  ½ðoG iWÞGTi þ ðoG iWÞTG i	na  pag_ca
þ
X
a
fF1P ½na  ðoG iWÞTsa	  nrag  rr _ca 6 0 ð105Þagain with plastic incompressibility. Requiring that (105) holds for all choices of EE, _ca and rr _ca, the linearity
of the left-hand side of (105) in these variables implies the constitutive restrictions (i), the stress–strain relation
SE ¼ oEEw ¼ CEEE, (ii), the microstress relationnra ¼ F1P nia ¼ F1P ½na  ðoG iWÞTsa	; ð106Þ
and (iii), the residual inequalityX
a
fpa  sa  ½ðoG iWÞGTi þ ðoG iWÞTG i	nag_ca P 0: ð107Þ
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where Hð _caÞ represents a standard, invertible strain-rate-dependent viscosity function, and the hardening var-
iable ra is given by the evolution relation_ra ¼
X
b
habðr;G iÞj _cbj: ð109ÞHere, the hardening matrix hab depends in general on the dislocation density tensor via, e.g., the forest dislo-
cation measures ka as given in (51) from Acharya and Bassani (2000). Substituting then (106) and (108) into
the microforce balance (100) yieldssa ¼ Hð _caÞra þ xa; ð110Þ
withxa :¼ sa  f2symðoG iWÞG i þ curliðoG iWÞgna ð111Þ
the glide-system back stress in Gurtin’s formulation formally analogous to (87) in the formulation of the pre-
vious section. In particular, (110) can be derived from (85) from the last section when we specialize it to iso-
thermal conditions and work with the special forms w = wi(FE,Gi) and d ¼ d ið1; _cÞ of the free energy density
and dissipation potential, respectively. Indeed, with the identiﬁcation 1a 
 ra, we have that o _cadr 
 Hð _caÞra.
Solving (110) for _ca, one obtains the ﬂow rule_ca ¼ H1 sa  xara
 
ð112Þwith H1 being the inverse function of H. On this form one can see that accounting for the presence of GNDs
leads to additional hardening with two diﬀerent mechanisms. The hardening which arises from the energy stor-
age is represented by the GND-based back stress sa  na  fðoG iWÞTG i þ curliðoG iWÞg having as such a long-
range character. It is ascribed to the elastic interaction between dislocations. The other mechanism which
inﬂuences the hardening rate via (109) is purely dissipative and non-directional, and so has a short-range
character.
An alternative approach to the formulation of extended crystal plasticity models for FCC systems taking
into account as well both short-range and long-range GND-based hardening eﬀects was developed by Evers
et al. (2004). In their approach, which relies on a mixture of phenomenology and dislocation dynamics, the
viscoplastic ﬂow rule is given by the relation_ca ¼ _ca0 jsa  bajsa
 1=m
sgnðsa  baÞ: ð113ÞHere, sa is the resolved shear stress of the elastic second Piola–Kirchhoﬀ stress tensor TE ¼ CEE, ba is the
resolved back stress, assumed to arise from GNDs, and sa is the slip resistance, assumed to depend in contrast
to classical models also on GND density. In (113), note that the eﬀective stress is given by the diﬀerence be-
tween the resolved shear stress calculated in the intermediate conﬁguration and the back stress calculated in
the reference conﬁguration. Their ﬂow rule is otherwise analogous to Gurtin’s ﬂow rule (112), or to that of the
current work. In contrast to the current approach, Evers et al. (2004) formulated their constitutive relation for
the back stress by considering the elastic stress around a dislocation. The short-range interactions between dis-
locations including both SSDs and GNDs are taken into account by the slip resistance sa. The type and num-
ber of short-range interactions can be described by a set of interaction coeﬃcients forming the interaction
matrix aaa (Franciosi and Zaoui, 1982) that was already mentioned in the context of the Dai and Parks
(1997) model. The slip resistance of the system a is then given as the square root of the eﬀective obstacle den-
sity according to Ashby (1970)sa ¼ clb
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃX
a
aaaqSa þ aaaqGa
r
: ð114Þ
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resulting long-range shear stress contributions (sea and s
s
a from the edge and screw GND density ﬁelds, respec-
tively) on the corresponding slip system a, i.e.,X ¼
X
a
ðsea þ ssaÞðsa  na þ na  saÞ: ð115ÞThe determination of the resolved long-range shear contributions sea and s
s
a in the undeformed conﬁguration
stems from the equation for the stress concentration near individual edge and screw dislocations. In order to
quantify that eﬀect, the resulting long-range stress on the slip system a is computed by an analytical integra-
tion procedure of the equation for individual dislocations over a circular domain with radius R assuming that
GND density varies linearly in space, yieldingsea ¼ 
lbR2
8ð1 mÞ sa  r
rqGðeÞa ð116Þandsea ¼ 
lbR2
4
la  rrqGðsÞa : ð117ÞHere, qGðeÞa represents a GND density of edge type having Burgers vector parallel to sa and a line vector par-
allel to la ¼ sa  na. Further, qGðsÞa is a GND density of screw type with both Burgers and line vector in sa direc-
tion. In turn, crystallographic GND densities (12 of edge type and 6 of screw type for FCC single crystalls) are
extracted from the gradients of the crystallographic slipsqGðeÞa ¼
1
b
sa  rrca; ð118Þ
qGðsÞa ¼
1
b
ðsa  n1  rrca þ sa  n2  rrcaÞ: ð119ÞSince a screw dislocation can glide in a FCC single crystal on two slip planes, the equation (119) contains two
parts, the one from the incompatible slip on the plane n1 the other on the plane n2, whereby these two slip
planes intersect each other on the line tangent to the screw dislocation of type a. In contrast to the Dai
and Parks approach, Evers et al. (2004) do not consider screw dislocations with the same Burgers vector
but gliding on diﬀerent systems to be distinct. Note that (118) and (119) yield non-vanishing results if the over-
all deformation is compatible curlrFP = 0.
7. Discussion
Although the general formulation in this work has been a continuum thermodynamic one, little has been
said about the possible role of non-mechanical processes related to the temperature or to heat conduction in
all this. Starting with the latter, note that the reduced form (58) for the total energy ﬂux can be compared with
the standard formhS ¼ PT _v q ð120Þ
of this ﬂux involving the ﬁrst Piola–Kirchhoﬀ stress P and heat ﬂux q. As has been discussed in Svendsen
(2000, 2002), we have conceptually here two choices. Taking the approach of Maugin (1990), for example,
the constitutive assumption/ 
 q=hþ 2axsfðoGrwrÞT _FPg=h ð121Þ
for the entropy ﬂux yields h = hS. On the other hand, the Clausius–Duhem constitutive form/ 
 q=h ð122Þ
for the entropy ﬂux implies that h from (58) is non-standard, i.e., h5 hS. As point out by Svendsen (2000,
2002), this dichotomy is an old one, going back in essence to the modeling of diﬀusion, classical mixture
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two (Gurtin, 1971, Footnote 1). There, the issue was one of whether diﬀusion ﬂux is to be interpreted as a ﬂux
of energy (e.g., Eckhart, 1940, Gurtin, 1971) or a ﬂux of entropy (e.g., Meixner and Reik, 1959; DeGroot and
Mazur, 1962; Mu¨ller, 1968). In the current context, the ﬂux (density) of interest is 2axsfðoGrwrÞT _FPg related to
energy storage due to GND development. In the context of (121), this ﬂux (i.e., divided by h) is being inter-
preted as an entropy ﬂux. On the other hand, in the context of (122), it is being interpreted as an energy ﬂux
(analogous formally to the abstract idea of ‘‘interstitial work’’ from Dunn and Serrin (1985)). Returning to the
current context of metal plasticity, generally this latter interpretation is followed by (e.g., Gurtin, 2000, 2002;
Svendsen, 2000, 2002). In this vein, note that, in some earlier works (e.g., Steinmann, 1996), terms analogous
to 2axsfðoGrwrÞT _FPg were treated as part of a non-negative boundary dissipation. Since the dissipation
inequality must hold for every subdomain of the body, however, and no boundary conditions can be formu-
lated which could ensure the non-negativity of such surface dissipation in general, contributions such as
2axsfðoGrwrÞT _FPg should be treated as part of the energy ﬂux as done in (58).
All of the extensions to crystal plasticity discussed in this work including the current one are based on con-
tinuum and phenomenological considerations in the context of crystal plasticity and continuum dislocation
theory extended to include the eﬀects of deformation inhomogeneity. One basic shortcoming of such a
‘‘purely’’ phenomenological approach is the lack of speciﬁc, derived forms for the constitutive relations.
For example, this leads in applications to the assumption that characteristic material lengthscales are constant.
More fundamental considerations show, however, that this is not the case. In the small-deformation contin-
uum dislocation context, for example, Mesarovic (2005) recently showed that such lengthscales depend in par-
ticular on ‘‘non-local’’ dislocation–dislocation interactions. Alternatively, dislocation dynamics treated with
the help of statistical mechanics leads to such results. For example, by using a statistical-mechanics description
of the collective behavior of pure edge dislocations, Groma (1997), Groma et al. (2003) obtained in the small-
deformation context a back stress based on a non-constant lengthscale arising from the non-homogeneous dis-
tribution of GNDs. Such an approach has also been pursued by Malygin (1999) and El-Azab (2000). Restric-
tion attention to the glide-system level, the theory is the over-damped motion of an ensemble of parallel edge
dislocations moving in the glide plane. With the help of statistical mechanics and results from discrete dislo-
cation simulations (e.g., Zaiser et al., 2001), in particular the observation that systems with diﬀerent densities
become ‘‘self-similar’’ when the spatial scaling is given by the dislocation spacing, i.e., 1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
q
p
, Groma et al.,
2003 showed that the characteristic material lengthscale is not constant but depends on the total dislocation
density q. When combined with small deformation crystal plasticity (e.g., Yeﬁmov et al., 2004), one can show
that the structure of the resulting ﬂow rule is similar to that of models based on the premise that GND devel-
opment results in additional energy storage (e.g., Gurtin, 2002; Svendsen, 2002) as well to that of microme-
chanical models such as Evers et al. (2004). Again, the main diﬀerence is the internal length, which
determines the non-local behavior. The investigation of this and many other issues, together with the gener-
alization of such statistical-mechanics-based and transport-theory-based approaches to large deformation, is
the focus of ongoing research, and will be reported on in future work.
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